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ABSTRACT: Plasmon rulers are an emerging concept in
which the strong near-field coupling of plasmon nanoantenna
elements is employed to obtain structural information at the
nanoscale. Here, we combine nanoplasmonics and nano-
magnetism to conceptualize a magnetoplasmonic dimer
nanoantenna that would be able to report nanoscale distances
while optimizing its own spatial orientation. The latter
constitutes an active operation in which a dynamically
optimized optical response per measured unit length allows
for the measurement of small and large nanoscale distances
with about 2 orders of magnitude higher precision than current
state-of-the-art plasmon rulers. We further propose a concept to optically measure the nanoscale response to the controlled
application of force with a magnetic field.
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Accurate measurements of distances on the nanoscale are
decisive in many aspects of the materials and life sciences.

Prominent examples include studies of various biochemical
processes via conformational changes in biomolecules.
Previously, the optical tools used to obtain spatial information
on the nanoscale, and down to the single-molecule level,
focused on Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) spec-
troscopy and the use of organic fluorophoresin in so-called
molecular rulers. Dynamic processes, such as DNA bending and
cleavage and RNA catalysis and folding as well as protein−
protein interactions, were all first explored by FRET. However,
the limitation of fluorophores due to their photo bleaching and
degradation over time led to the emergence of noble-metal
nanoparticle-based plasmon rulers.1−4 The operation of
plasmon rulers relies on localized collective electronic
oscillations (localized plasmons) in nanometal assemblies and
on the near-field coupling (i.e., hybridization) between the
plasmon modes of the adjacent nanoparticles, which strongly
depends on the interparticle distance.5,6 Plasmon local
electromagnetic near-fields exponentially decay over distance,
and as such, at small separations, the near-field enhancement
and coupling effects increase dramatically. The underlying idea
of a plasmon ruler, which consists of two or more noble metals
or elements of core−shell structures, is then the extreme
sensitivity of the light scattering to the interparticle gap

size.5−12 This was first explored with nanoplasmonic dimer
antennas almost a decade ago for monitoring the kinetics of
single DNA hybridization events in solution.1 In later
realizations, plasmon rulers with subnanometer resolution
consisted of thin-film coupled single-particle nanoantennas
that utilized thiol monolayers with an adjustable chain length.2

The principles of plasmon ruler design are typically refined with
lithographically fabricated nanoantennas that are implemented
to investigate the distance dependence of plasmon-coupling
effects and to derive a plasmon ruler equation.3 This includes
the concept of a multielement three-dimensional plasmon
ruler4 to track the complex conformational changes that have
also been recently realized in solution.13

Plasmonic antennas with magnetic functionalityfor exam-
ple, core−shell nanoparticles, typically with a magnetic oxide
coreare often employed in theranostics14 (i.e., therapy and
diagnostics combined) and for magnetic targeting, on account
of their ability to remotely guide the delivery of such functional
nanoantennas via an externally applied magnetic field.
However, such dual functionality has not actively been explored
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to date with plasmon rulers. One very recent implementation
used a magnetic core as a purification handle during the dimer
plasmon ruler assembly, which in surface-bound plasmon dimer
rulers results in improved theranostic sensitivity.15

In this work, we conceptualize the plasmon ruler with an
active operation mode that we call signal amplif ication by spatial
orientation. Such a ruler is built entirely of metallic
ferromagnetic constituents, which also supports localized
plasmon resonances: magnetoplasmonic nanoantennas (Figure
1a).16 Thereabout nanoscale distances in such a ruler is
performed via spectrally resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect
(MOKE) rather than optical spectroscopy. As the former uses
an externally applied magnetic field, the nanoscale distances are
recorded on an entire ensemble of nominally identically
oriented rulers, if they are free to reorient themselves in the
medium and align the ruler axis parallel to the field. As we
demonstrate below, the best rulers in terms of nanoscale
resolutionthat is, in terms of sensitivity and figure-of-merit
are indeed those addressed by both electric and magnetic fields,

oriented along the longitudinal (magnetically easy) axis of the
dimer ruler.
We first probe the magnetoplasmonic ruler with conven-

tional optical (extinction) spectroscopy. We take two
archetypical magnetoplasmonic materials: Ni17−21 and
Co,22,23 and fabricate large-scale short-range-ordered bottom-
up arrays of nominally identically oriented nanodisk dimers
with hole−mask colloidal lithography (HCL) (see Figure 1a for
Ni ruler structure with various gaps and nanodisks in the
dimers with nominal diameters of 150 nm and heights of 30
nm).24 Interestingly, the HCL nanofabrication delivers a dimer
ruler system that conceptually approaches the real solution-
based ensemble for the measurement of nanoscale distances:
due to bottom-up nanofabrication, the distances between
individual rulers (and thus potential unwanted electromagnetic
coupling between them) is averaged in the array (see Figure
1a). In the situation with spectroscopic averaging of the
nanogap reading from a large number of rulers, this helps us to
grasp the potential challenges that the usage of the ruler would

Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of Ni magnetoplasmonic rulers with gap sizes of 10 nm (left), 20 nm (center), and 30 nm
(right). Scale bars: 1 μm. (b) Extinction spectra of Ni rulers and (c) extinction spectra of Co rulers for orientations of the electric field along (left)
and perpendicular to (right) the longitudinal ruler axis. Data shifted vertically for clarity of presentation.
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encounter in a real biochemical environment. The highly
damped plasmon resonances in nanoscale ferromagnets, when
hybridized, display rather broad spectral features both along the
longitudinal (Figure 1b,c, left panels) and transversal (Figure
1b,c, right panels) axes of the ruler. The broad resonance shape
prevents the strongly pronounced modification of the spectral
optical response with varying gap size, as opposed to
conventional plasmon rulers. For Ni rulers, we observe
reasonably visible red shifts of the longitudinal hybrid plasmon
resonance with decreasing gap size and a hint of a red shift of
the tangential resonance with decreasing gap size (Figure 1b).
In Co rulers, the same features in both resonances become even
less evident due to the increased dielectric losses in the material
(Figure 1c).
We further map the near-field and far-field optical responses

of magnetoplasmonic rulers with a simple dipole−dipole model
(see Supporting Information) and finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) simulations (Figure 2). Illuminating the dimer ruler

along the longitudinal axis promotes the emergence of the so-
called bonding mode (lowest order hybridized mode in coupled
dipole/bow-tie antennas) in the visible spectral range (see the
schematics of induced charge for this hybrid mode in Figure
S2a of the Supporting Information), generating a reasonably
strong near-field coupling between the elements, which then
results in a pronounced dependence of the optical response on
the gap size (Figure 2a: see both far-field extinction cross
sections and near-field plots for various gap distances).
Specifically, rapidly decreasing the near-field coupling between
the ruler elements while increasing the gap distance (Figure 2a,
near-field plots on the right panel) produces a sizable blue shift
in the optical extinction (Figure 2a, left panel). The so-called
antibonding mode then falls into the UV region (see the feature
in calculated extinction cross-section below 300 nm in Figure

2a) and produces a near-field redistribution from the gap
(Figure S3b, Supporting Information). The coupling induced
by linearly polarized light along the transversal axis of the ruler
is far less pronounced, and the optical response correlates very
weakly with the changing gap in the ruler (Figure 2b, left panel
for far-field optical extinction, right panel for near-field maps),
similarly to the experimental observations (Figure 1b). Overall,
from a purely optical point of view, the magnetoplasmonic ruler
behaves in accordance with the results of previous theoretical
and experimental studies on noble-metal-based plasmon
rulers.1−12

To quantify the performance of a plasmon ruler in reliably
measuring nanogaps, we introduce a figure-of-merit (FOM),
defined as the ratio between sensitivity and the width of the
resonance peak, a concept that is widely used to evaluate the
performance of nanoplasmonic (bio)sensors by directly
correlating the biodetection sensitivity and the resolution.34

We take two previously reported plasmon rulers as examples,
the dimer nanoantenna11 and the particle-on-the-film,2 to
extract the FOM from the reported spectroscopic data. To
make the comparison straightforward, we track the measured
distance for these examples in the 30−10 nm gap regime. From
the data presented in Ryan et al.,2 we find that a distance
change of 10 nm between an Au nanoparticle and an Au thin
film induces a 30 nm shift in the plasmon ruler peak with the
full-width-half-maximum (fwhm) of 95 nm, resulting in a FOM
of 0.316. Again changing the gap by 10 nm, the dimer
resonance shifts by 26 nm with the corresponding shift in the
fwhm from 76 to 85 nm, yielding a FOM of 0.325.11 In
addition, we fabricate Au dimer nanorulers with 150 nm
nanodisks and separations of 20, 30, and 40 nm by HCL. In
these rulers, we find FOMs of 0.39 and 0.31 going from 20 to
30 nm and 30 to 40 nm gaps, respectively, which is perfectly in
line with extracted FOMs of previously reported ruler systems
(see above). Further, it is instrumental to probe the FOM of
the plasmon ruler based on the phase rather than amplitude of
the plasmon modes, as the phase-based FOM is generally
expected to display higher values in plasmonic sensing.35 By
modeling the phase as the first-order derivative of the
amplitude of the measured optical extinction (see Figure S4,
Supporting Information), we find phase-based FOM of 0.62
and 0.37 going from 20 to 30 nm and 30 to 40 nm gaps,
respectively. The former is indeed slightly higher than
amplitude-based FOM of the ruler.
As the next step, we demonstrate the superior operation of

the magnetoplasmonic ruler, which proves to be almost 2
orders of magnitude better in terms of the FOM than the
plasmonic rulers. We probe the magnetoplasmonic ruler using
longitudinal MOKE (L-MOKE) spectroscopy.25 Figure 3
shows the schematics of the measurement geometries used
for this purpose. For each of the polarization states (p and s;
Figure 3a,b and c,d, respectively) in L-MOKE, there are two
available orientations of the electric field of light and the
externally applied magnetic field with respect to the ruler axes.
We denote these p-long, p-short, s-long, and s-short, depending
on the orientation of the electric field of light with respect to
the ruler, or dimer, axis (long or short). Specifically, for p-
polarized light, the electric field and the magnetic field are
parallel (Figure 3 a,b); whereas for s-polarized light, they are
orthogonal to each other (Figure 3c,d). For p-polarized light,
when the ruler is illuminated at 25° from the plane of incidence
of the light (the plane marked in orange in all panels of Figure
3), the E⃗inc has two components E⃗x (along the ruler’s

Figure 2. FDTD calculated far-field extinction spectra (left) and near-
field response (right) for longitudinal (a) and transversal (b) plasmon
modes of Ni magnetoplasmonic rulers with various nanogaps.
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longitudinal axis) and E⃗z. The latter, though applied to optically
nonresonant mode, can efficiently couple to the magnetic field
via the magneto-optical (MO) activity and induce a resonant
MO dipole along the y direction. For s-polarized light, only one
component of the electric field E⃗y is available (Figures 3c,d);
this couples to the off-resonant MO dipole induced along z, not
related to the ruler gap.21

The Kerr polarization rotation produced by Ni magneto-
plasmonic rulers is summarized in Figure 4. Here, the
differences due to the nanogap size become very pronounced,
especially with p-polarized light (Figures 4 a, b). It can easily be
seen how the Kerr rotation spectra blue shift when the nanogap
is progressively reduced from 50 to 10 nm, when both magnetic
field and E⃗x are parallel to the longitudinal ruler axis (Figure 4a,

Figure 3. Schematics of the L-MOKE measurements for p polarization (a and b) with the electric field along the long (a) and short (b) ruler axes
and s polarization (c and d) with electric field along the long (c) and short (d) ruler axes. The magnetic field is always along the x axis.

Figure 4. Spectral Kerr polarization rotation in Ni rulers with various nanogaps, along with Ni nanodisks antennas for the L-MOKE configurations
described in Figure 3.
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p-long). In the p-short configuration (where both magnetic
field and E⃗x are along the tangential ruler axis), a slight red shift
occurs as the nanoscale distance in the ruler decreases. Similar
shifts of the Kerr rotation spectra are detected with Co
magnetoplasmonic rulers (Figure S6 in Supporting Informa-
tion). In stark contrast with the p configurations, the
magnetoplasmonic ruler essentially does not show any
sensitivity to the nanogap size with the s-polarized illumination,
as the Kerr polarization rotation spectra become hardly
distinguishable for the various nanogap sizes (Figures 4c,d).
Interestingly, from the plasmonic perspective, the light
polarized along the ruler’s longitudinal mode should, in
principle, deliver the highest sensitivity to the nanogap size
(Figure 4c, s-long). However, it is clear that, magnetoplasmoni-
cally, the mutual orientation of the electric field of the light and
the magnetization has much greater significance. Note that in
all panels of Figure 4, we also plot the Kerr polarization rotation
spectra for a simple nanodisk array (dotted data) in order to
give a side-to-side comparison. In this way, an immediate visual
sense of how much the ruler response is altered compared to a
nanodisk antenna for each gap size can be obtained. As an
addition, in Figure 7S (Supporting Information), we demon-
strate that the magnetoplasmonic ruler delivers excellent
accuracy in nanogap resolution for 10−30 nm regime over
the entire visible spectral range, as evidenced by the error bars
that result from the calculated standard deviation of multiple
spectral scans. This kind of statistical analysis models realistic
solution-based plasmon ruler systems and provides a reliable
test of the robustness of the nanogap probing with the MOKE.
Note that the standard deviation, defining the performance of
the ruler when taking the mean Kerr rotation per measured
distance, is essential in the definition of the FOM for the
magnetoplasmonic ruler, as discussed below.
To elucidate the electromagnetic details of the magneto-

plasmonic ruler operation, we perform analytical calculations of
the MOKE response (Figure 5). To explore the underlying
physics, we generalize the model developed by De Sousa et al.
for interacting magnetoplasmonic dimers.26 For p-polarized
light, we here have all three plasmonic resonances contributing
to the longitudinal magneto-optical Kerr effect of the rulers,
whereas De Sousa et al. dealt with the special case where the
driving field is always perpendicular to the dimer longitudinal
axis, resulting in only one active plasmon resonance. In the
model, we consider an isolated dimer ruler embedded in a
homogeneous dielectric medium with n = 1, with the ruler built

of two identical Ni oblate ellipsoids28 (see Supporting
Information for details). Once we obtain the polarizability for
the single oblate nanoparticle and are able to describe each disk
as a point dipole, the interaction between the two dipoles in the
ruler is mediated by the Green tensor, G, which is given in its
dimensionless form by28
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where R is the vector connecting the two nanodisk centers and
k is the wavevector of the incoming light. Each dipole feels the
incident driving field plus the field generated by the other
dipole, so that the system of equations to be solved is

α= ̃ + G̃p E p[ ]1 1 0 2 (2)

α= ̃ + G̃p E p[ ]2 2 0 1 (3)

Here, p1 = p2 and α̃1 = α̃2, so the equation to be solved reduces
to
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The matrix α̃G contains off-diagonal elements, which describe
the magneto-optical activity of a single ruler. If we assume that
the light propagates along the z axis and the E0 oscillates along
the x axis (longitudinal ruler axis for the p-long and s-short
configurations in Figure 3), we obtain the ruler polarizability α̃G
as
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where α∥ is the polarizability when E0 is parallel to the
longitudinal ruler axis, and α↑ the polarizability when E0 is
perpendicular to it; αSO is a proportionality constant accounting
for the bulk magneto-optical properties of Ni.29 Earlier, for the
p-long configuration (see Figure 3a), we saw that the optical
extinction Ext ∼ Im(α∥) red shifts as the ruler gap narrows
(Figure 2a, left panel). On the other hand, the magneto-optical

Figure 5. Calculated spectral Kerr polarization rotation in Ni rulers with 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 nm gaps for L-MOKE in p-polarization case: p-long
(a) and p-short (b) configurations.
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Kerr rotation angle is proportional to the transverse polar-
izability19
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and we observe a blue shift of the magnetoplasmonic features
upon decreasing the gap size (Figure 4a and 5a). In the p-short
configuration (Figure 4b), we do not observe higher variation
of the magneto-optical response with the gap size. Comparing
the experimental Kerr rotation with the analytical model overall
gives a good agreement also in the p-short configuration
(compare Figure 4b and 5b), though the variation is not linear
over large portions of the spectra, making it harder to use this
configuration as a ruler for nanodistance measurements.
We now turn to highlighting the active operation mode that is

an intrinsic feature of the magnetoplasmonic ruler. Figure 6
follows the sequence of spatial orientations of the ruler with
respect to the applied magnetic field. From all the spectroscopic
MOKE data, we select the spectral region of 625−635 nm since
it contains the most common laser lines in single-wavelength
MOKE experiments (see the insets in Figure 6a−c). We see
that the rulers at intermediate angles (45° in the p-45 case in
Figure 6a and 90° in the p-short case in Figure 6b), though
capable of resolving the nanogap excellently in some spectral
regions, fail to do so reliably in the selected most affordable
spectral range (see the insets of Figures 6a, b). The most stable
configuration of the rulerthat is, p-long (Figure 6c), which it
would potentially adopt in solution by aligning its easy
magnetization axis (the longitudinal axis of the ruler) for
magnetic fields above magnetic saturationshows a remark-
able resolution of the nanogaps up to 40 nm (see the inset of
Figure 6c). This is summarized in Figure 6d (left axis), where
all three orientations of the ruler are compared against the
mean Kerr rotation per 10 nm distance in the nanogap. Both
higher absolute rotations per distance and the smallest error in
mean rotation variation in 10−40 nm nanogap regime are
achieved here with the p-long configured ruler. The latter
essentially makes this magnetoplasmonic system a “perfect
ruler” in the conventional sense, that is, a ruler designed to
measure both small and large distances with exactly the same

precision (see the nearly equidistant Kerr rotation features on
the inset of Figure 6c). This becomes clearly visible when we
spectrally map the sensitivity of the Kerr polarization rotation
angle (ΔΘK) to the distance change of 10 nm (Figure S8 in the
Supporting Information), which is practically flat in the 628−
633 nm wavelength range. In order to gauge the performance
of the regular plasmon and magnetoplasmonic rulers, we define
a dimensionless FOM for magnetoplasmonics as the mean
change in Kerr polarization rotation angle ΔΘK induced by a
distance change of 10 nm, divided by the standard deviation
(SD) of ΔΘK, taken as a measurement precision or the
resolution in the MOKE experiment (similar to the fwhm of
the plasmon peak, but conceptually different from the signal-to-
noise ratio)

=
⟨ΔΘ ⟩

ΔΘ
FOM

SD( )
K

K (7)

Tracking the FOM values for all ruler orientations
conservatively in the 10−30 nm nanogap regime (pink data
points and the right axis of Figure 6d) and comparing these to
the highest of previously estimated FOMs for the regular
plasmon rulers (∼0.62, marked with a dotted line in Figure 6d),
we see that not only do the FOMs of magnetoplasmonic rulers
in basically any orientation exceed those of the regular plasmon
rulers (the p-45 orientation gives an FOM of 1.0 and a p-short
of 1.5) but that, with both electric field and magnetization
aligned along the longitudinal axis of the magnetoplasmonic
rulerthat is, the p-long orientationthe FOM in measuring
nanoscopic distances in 10−30 nm regime reaches 26.7, which
exceeds the performance of regular plasmon rulers by roughly 2
orders of magnitude (Figure 6d, right axis). Extending it to 10−
40 nm regime (as in Figure 6c), we earn FOM of 12 (open
symbols in Figure 6d). As we continue to add larger distances,
naturally, the sensitivity of the ruler drops, alongside with
increasing standard deviation in Kerr polarization rotation
measurements due to nanofabrication particularities of the
nanodimers with such large nanogaps by HCL (see Supporting
Information), where the lateral separation of individual rulers
essentially becomes smaller than the nanogap. Still, even in 10−
50 nm regime the FOM of magnetoplasmonic ruler reaches 5,

Figure 6. Evolution of the “perfect ruler” and its figure-of-merit. Kerr polarization rotation angle from magnetoplasmonic rulers, with electric and
magnetic fields oriented at 45° (p-45) (a), along the tangential ruler axis (p-short) (b), and along the longitudinal ruler axis (p-long) (c). Insets (a−
c): corresponding zoomed views into the 625−635 nm spectral region. (d) Mean Kerr rotation per 10 nm for the three configurations (p-45, p-short,
and p-long) (left axis) and the corresponding FOMs (right axis). Solid symbols −10−30 nm nanogaps regime, open symbols −10−40 nm nanogaps
regime. Dotted line: FOM of the plasmon rulers, estimated from refs 7 and 10.
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an order of magnitude exceeding the regular plasmon rulers
FOM.
Apart from the potential intrinsic ability to realign itself

during the measurements (for example, in a liquid environ-
ment) to adopt the best possible signal resolution and FOM, a
situation where the application of the magnetic field at
saturation does not readily reorient the ruler can be envisaged.
For example, this could be realized in strongly viscous
environments or when the ruler is bound to a certain molecular
structure. In this case, increasing the magnetic field and
simultaneously probing the ruler’s spectral polarization rotation
response would track the spatial reorientation of the ruler in
real time, which would eventually reach its fully aligned
configuration. In this scenario, several physical parameters of
the embedding medium could be probed, apart from the
nanogap reading. These might include the characterization of
its viscosity and the various tensile stresses a biochemical
system might experience, possibly also providing hints on the
dynamic evolution of the structure and the composition. The
possibility for the encapsulation of Ni with Au prompts us to
envision the scenario of the practical use of the active
magnetoplasmonic ruler, where a thin Au layer is created at
the surface of metal ferromagnetic nanoparticles, similarly to
already widely employed core−shell gold−ferromagnetic oxide
theranostic agents. Another Ni biofunctionalization protocol
suggesting polyhistidine peptides as purifying agents30 may also
be foreseen. In the envisaged use of magnetoplasmonic rulers in
solution, both nanoparticles in the ruler would acquire a
magnetic moment with the application of the external magnetic
field and would experience attractive forces due to the magnetic
dipolar interaction, subjecting the (bio)matter in the ruler gap
to mechanical stress by actuation. The attractive force will also
be strongest (from pN up to nN) when the ruler reaches the
“perfect” orientation. By proper magnetoplasmonic ruler
design, magnetic field-induced orientation and mechanical
actuation would be used simultaneously to implement a
conceptual device for the nanocharacterization of the elasto-
plastic properties of soft matter. This would allow probing of
multidimensional length variations in molecular systems with
subnanometer precision under the application of precisely
controlled external stimuli. In practice, the field control of the
force exerted by the nanoparticles in the ruler can be readily
achieved by using systems with magnetic moment proportional
to magnetic field. This could be realized in various ways, for
example, by using nanostructures made of a Py (permalloy)/
Cu/Co trilayer. By tuning the Cu spacer thickness, the Py and
Co nanodisks could be antiferromagnetically exchange-coupled
in each element of the ruler at zero field, giving a net zero
magnetic moment.31,32 This means that the material inside the
ruler gap would experience no mechanical stress. As the
external magnetic field is ramped up, the two magnetic
submoments in each element of the ruler would being to
rotate in opposite direction, such that the angle between them
progressively changes from 180° to 0°, leading to a total
magnetic moment proportional to the applied field, and
precisely controlled by it. Such magnetic moment induction
then translates to mechanical stress in the ruler gap, which is in
turn precisely controlled by the external magnetic stimuli.
Another alternative is use simple Py nanodisk elements that can
be individually designed to form a so-called magnetic vortex
state. In this case too, in the absence of an externally applied
magnetic field, the magnetic moment of each nanodisk is
negligibly small, and it is only when the field is applied that a

magnetic moment proportional to magnetic field is induced by
the distortion of the vortex configuration.33 This second
approach implies the use of much simpler ruler structures;
however, the moment induced in the nanodisk units is much
smaller (in the linear regime, i.e. where μ ∝ H) than that
achievable through multilayered ruler elements. In principle,
this difference can be turned into an advantage, as it implies
that a spectrum of opportunities exists from which to devise a
nanoscale elastoplastic molecular characterization tool, de-
signed by selecting the proper ruler structure and depending on
the required force range. Importantly, neither design affects the
core magnetoplasmonic ruler principle of nanoscale distance
measurement, discussed above.
In general, it appears that the potential extension of the

active magnetoplasmonic ruler concept to colloidal nano-
particles in a biological environment is within the practical
reach. Besides the scenarios we described above, the assembly
of nanoparticles in solution can now be guided by light with
precisely controlled separations.36 Further, a very recent study
on magnetic hydrogel for clinic applications demonstrates how
colloidal magnetic nanoparticles, suspended in a hydrogel, are
controllably organized in chains with alternating magnetic
field.37 With the already mentioned number of studies on the
biocompatibility of magnetic nanoparticles, and the availability
of various core−shell geometries, accommodating the ferro-
magnetic functionalities also with the possibility of direct
biofunctionalization of the ferromagnetic metallic nanostruc-
tures, we overall expect the magnetoplasmonic rulers to meet
similar challenges as their plasmonic counterparts. That is, the
exact positioning/delivery and optical signal read-out, often
obstructed by the strong absorption in biological media, would
be the issues to address for both types of rulers. However,
magnetoplasmonic rulers deliver the clear advantage of the
active operation, outlined above, which can also be employed to
solve the mentioned challenges, for example, with precision
delivery.
In summary, we have developed a new type of a magnetic

field-activated plasmon ruler that reports nanogap distances via
Kerr polarization rotation. The features of this system include
its robustness in nanogap measurements over a broad spectral
range, the capacity to report both small and larger nanoscale
distances with about 2 orders of magnitude better FOM than
regular plasmon rulers, and its intrinsic ability to adopt the
spatial orientation best suited for the nanogap measurements,
something we call signal amplification by spatial orientation. All
these features are realized in a highly parallel fashion; that is, all
magnetoplasmonic rulers of the measured ensemble would
necessarily adopt a nominally identical orientation. This allows
us to envision such rulers being employed not only for highly
sensitive determination of nanoscale distances but also as
versatile nanotools for characterizing soft matter by dynamically
tracking the elastic and other physical properties of various
biological and chemical media.
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